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SUMMARY 

Driver`s sense of presence is an important index for 

ergonomic application of a driving simulator. This paper 

presents bio-signal indices of surface electromyogram (sEMG) 

of masseter muscle and palmar perspiration rate (PPR) to 

evaluate of driver`s sense of presence by simulated driving 

experiments.  The results of bio-signal indices shown that the 
driver`s senses of presence are apparently different for static-

based and moving-based driving simulator and for different 

driving experiments, and the results are also consistent with 

the results of questionnaires about ride comfort and risky 

sensitivity of subject. The studies suggested that the bio-

signals are objective and quantitative indices to evaluate 

driver`s sense of presence for simulated driving experiments.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

In the study, a universal driving simulator is applied to 

simulate automatic platoon experiment, and two kinds of 

experiments are designed to valuate driver`s motion sensation 

and visual sensation. One is emergent deceleration with four 

meters trucks distance during the automatic platoon by static-

based and moving-based driving simulator. Another is 

emergent deceleration with four meters trucks distance during 
the automatic platoon with and without preceding trucks. 

During the driving experiments, the bio-signals of the sEMG 

and PPR were measured as physiological responses of driver.  

 

METHODS 

A universal driving simulator in figure 1 is used for simulating 

automatic platoon. The DS is mainly constructed by a Stewart 

Platform of 6 freedoms of degree, and a turntable mechanism 
to realize dynamic behaviors of driving vehicle, and 8 

projectors of 360 degrees are also instrumented to produce 

virtual reality of traffic environment.  

 

 
Figure 1: Driving simulator 

 

In the beginning of the automatic platoon experiments, trucks 

distance is keeping on 4 meters, and velocities of the 

following and proceeding trucks are 80km/h. Then, the 

proceeding trucks suddenly decelerate from 80km/h to 30km/h 

during 2.5 seconds. Subject sits on driver seat of following 

truck, and don`t operate steering and brake.  

In the experiment, three experiments are designed: (1) 

emergent deceleration during automatic platoon driving for 4 

meters trucks distance by static-based DS with preceding truck, 

(2) emergent deceleration during automatic platoon driving for 

4 meters trucks distance by moving-based DS with preceding 

truck, and (3) emergent deceleration during automatic platoon 

driving for 4 meters trucks distance by static-based DS 

without preceding truck.  

To observe physiopsychological state of driver, sEMG of 

masseter muscle [1] and palmar perspiration rate (PPR) [2] are 

measured. The physiopsychological state is as index to 

evaluate driver`s sense of presence in our study.  9 healthy 

males hold common driving certificate of Japan are 

cooperated with the experiments, and their bio-signals of 

sEMG of masseter muscle and PPR (in figure 2) were 

measured by Active Electrode (Polymate AP1132) and Digital 

Perspiration Meter (SKN-2000). 
 

   
(a)                                    (b) 

Figure 2: Bio-sginals measuring experiments during automatic 

platoon driving. (a)Measuring positions of sEMG of masseter 

muscle, (b) Measuring positions of palmar perspiration rate.  

A bio-signal processing is proposed to estimate bio-signal 

indices for evaluation of driver`s sense of presence. The 

processing is as follows, 1) collecting raw bio-signals by the 

measuring experiments, 2) rectifying the raw signals, 3) 

smoothening bio-signals by five-point moving average method, 

4) normalizing bio-signals to divide the mean value of the 

smoothening bio-signals, and 5) calculating the fourth root of 

the sum of the fourth power of the bio-signals by equation (1). 
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where iY  is the fourth root of the sum of the fourth power as 

valuation value of driver`s sense of presence, ix , x , and n  

is sampling value, mean value, and sampling number. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The bio-signals of driver were abstracted during 5 seconds 

after emergent deceleration during the automatic platoon 
driving experiments, and the calculated results of bio-signal 



indices as driving sensation indices are shown in figure 3 and 

4.  The results for 9 subjects are presented by mean values and 

standard deviation. In the occasion with preceding trucks, the 

driving sensation indices are apparently different for static-

based and moving driving simulator, and in the occasion of 

moving-based driving simulator, the driving sensation indices 
are also apparently different for with and without preceding 

truck. The difference could be compared by quantitative 

results of driving sensation indices, which resulted from the 

fourth root of the sum of the fourth power of the bio-signals. 

 

 
Figure 3: Results of driving sensation indices by sEMG signal 

of masseter muscle. Experimental modes are 1: static-based 

DS with preceding  truck, 2: moving-based DS with 

preceding truck, and 3: moving-based DS without preceding 

truck. Data are expressed by means ± S.D. (standard 

deviation), and two sample paired t-Test: *p<0.01, and 
**p<0.01. 

 
Figure 4: Results of driving sensation indices by palmar 

perspiration rate. Experimental modes are 1: static-based DS 

with preceding truck, 2: moving-based DS with preceding 

truck, and 3: moving-based DS without preceding truck. Data 

are expressed by means ± S.D. (standard deviation), and two 

sample paired t-Test: *p<0.01, and **p<0.01. 

 

After driving experiments, questionnaire of ride comfort and 
risky sensitivity for diferrent driving modes are investigate by 

subjects, and related results are shown in figure 5 and 6, 

respectively. For the experiments of static-based DS with 

preceding truck, the most of subjects feel little uncomfortable. 

For the experiment of moving-based DS with preceding truck, 

the most of subject feel really uncomfortable and little 

uncomfortable. In the experiment of moving base DS without 

preceding truck, the ride comfort is common and comfortable. 
In the same experiments, the results in figure 6 show that risky 

sensitivities are little high, high, and little high and common. 

For the certain degree, the results questionnaires reflected the 

results of driver`s sense of presence in different driving modes 

during the automatic platoon driving experiments. However, 

mapping relations of bio-signal indices and driver`s sense of 

presence should be clarified in the further studies. 

 
Figure 5: Questionnaire of ride comfort. Experimental modes 
are 1: static-based DS with preceding truck, 2: moving-based 

DS with preceding truck, 3: moving base DS without 

preceding truck. 

 

 
Figure 6: Questionnaire of risky sensitivity. Experimental 

modes are 1: static-based DS with preceding truck, 2: moving-

based DS with preceding truck, 3: moving-based DS without 

preceding truck. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Three are drawn as follows, 

(1) Two bio-signal indices of surface electromyogram (sEMG) 

of masseter muscle and palmar perspiration rate (PPR) are 

proposed to evaluate driver`s sense of presence for simulated 

driving experiments.  

(2) The quantitative values of estimated bio-signals indices 
presented that driver`s sense of presence are apparently 

different for static-based and moving-based driving simulator, 

and for automatic platoon driving with and without preceding 

trucks.  

(3) The studies show that the bio-signals are objective 

physiopsychological indices to evaluate subject`s sense of 

presence for ergonomic application. 
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